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Abstract 

 

Hybrid Strategies for Sulfide Solid Electrolytes with Organic Materials: 

Toward Practical All-Solid-State Lithium-Ion Batteries 

 

Dae Yang Oh 

School of Energy and Chemical Engineering, UNIST, 2014 – 2017 

Department of Energy Engineering, Hanyang University, 2018 – 2019 

Supervised by prof. Yoon Seok Jung 

 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) should further deal with safety concerns as well as greater energy density 

so that they can become the core of future electrifications. In this regard, All-solid-state lithium-ion 

batteries (ASLBs) replacing flammable organic liquid electrolytes (LEs) with solid electrolytes (SEs) 

have been considered as the prospective system owing to following advantages: using solidified 

electrolytes (1) reinforces safety, (2) increases energy density of battery pack, (3) takes chance to adopt 

Li metal as an anode potentially, (4) realizes extremely high-loading density of electrodes. To guarantee 

impressive performance of ASLBs, tactical choice of SEs is important. Among various SEs, sulfide SEs 

generally exhibit high ionic conductivity in range from 0.1 to 21 mS cm−1 with unit transference number 

at room temperature (RT) and superb device integration due to their mechanical softness.  

However, the ASLBs based on sulfide SEs should leap out two hurdles to realize commercialization. 

First, ionic percolations within electrodes should be optimized because the performance of ASLBs is 

strongly affected by interfaces where heterogeneous solids are in 2-dimensional contact with each other. 

Second, scalable techniques for tailoring sheet-type electrodes must be further developed. Notably, 

most of prior reports in this field have been demonstrated based on small-scale-composite electrodes 

prepared in dry condition, which is improper for scalable production. 

To solve aforementioned issues and challenges, combining sulfide SEs and a small amount of soft 

organic materials (e.g., carbonate based liquid electrolytes, polymeric binders, N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP) used in conventional LIBs) via wet-process, in terms of “hybrid configurations”, would be 

appropriate to improve ionic percolations within the electrodes and processability for practical sheet-

type ASLBs. However, highly reactive nature of sulfide SEs against polar organic materials used in 

typical LIBs has restricted extensive researches for hybridization. Herein, I report on novel strategies 

for hybridization of sulfide SEs with diverse organic materials for high performance ASLBs. 

The first part of my thesis is hybrid sulfide SEs employing solvate ionic liquids (SILs) to handle 

incomplete ionic percolations within all-solid-state electrodes. SIL is an equimolar mixture of Li salt 

and glyme, for instance, Li(G3)TFSI (referred as to "LiG3") comprised of G3 (triethylene glycol 
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dimethyl ether or triglyme) and LiTFSI (lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide). The excellent 

stability of sulfide SEs (Li3PS and Li10GeP2S12) with LiG3 and their application were successfully 

demonstrated. The poor solid-solid contacts within the electrodes healed by addition of a small amount 

of LiG3, providing alternative Li+-conductive pathways, resulting in drastically increased capacity of 

LiFePO4 (LFP) electrode. 

The second part of my thesis is sheet-type electrodes fabricated from wet-chemical route. In this work, 

scalable slurry-process for bendable sheet-type electrodes evolved from liquid-phase synthesis (LP) of 

sulfide SEs by adding active materials (LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM622) or graphite (Gr)) and polymeric 

binders (polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR)). These processes allowed to 

synthesize sulfide SEs and fabricate bendable sheet-type electrodes at the same time. A rocking-chair 

ASLBs employing sheet-type NCM622 and Gr electrodes exhibited a decent capacity of 110 mA h g-1 

at extreme conditions (15C and 100 oC), emphasizing guaranteed performance of ASLBs at a wide 

range of temperatures. 

Although some literatures have reported wet-slurry process for sheet-type ASLBs while using non-

polar solvents with polymeric binders, the binders result in below par electrochemical performance 

because electric pathways in the electrodes are interrupted by binders. In the last study, slurry-fabricable 

Li+-conductive polymeric binders enabled by SILs for sheet-type ASLBs were demonstrated to solve 

aforementioned obstacles. The less polar dibromomethane (DBM) allowed wet-slurry process to 

accommodate Li6PS5Cl (LPSCl) and SILs without undesirable dissolution problems. The NCM622 

electrodes employing NBR‐LiG3 showed higher capacity of 174 mA h g−1 at 30 °C, which was far 

superior than using only NBR (144 mA h g−1). The facilitated Li+‐ionic contacts at interfaces paved by 

NBR‐LiG3 are evidenced by the complementary analysis from electrochemical characterizations and 

7Li nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. 

These results provide not only breakthroughs for mass production but also rational guideline to design 

all-solid-state electrodes toward practical ASLBs. I believe that further investigation about compatible 

combinations of sulfide SEs with organic materials will contribute to understand complex chemical 

phenomena (e.g., reactivity, solubility, and stability) of sulfide SEs, providing creative opportunities 

for architecting electrodes as well as motivation and insights for a new knowledge in various battery 

systems. 

 

……….…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Keywords: Lithium ion batteries, All-solid-state batteries, Sulfide solid electrolytes, Solvate ionic 

liquids, All-solid-state electrodes, Hybrid 
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1. Introduction 

 

Demands for electrical energy have been increased drastically since the second industrial revolution, 

which is driving force to the development of diverse energy conversion and storage devices (e.g., 

capacitors, batteries, and fuel cells) for efficient energy usage. In particular, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) 

have been considered as the most promising energy storage system owing to their outstanding energy 

density with 4 V-class reachability, comparing with others based on aqueous electrolytes.1 The 

development of active materials (e.g., LiCoO2 (LCO) and graphite (Gr)) and the understanding of solid 

electrolyte interphase (SEI) derived by organic liquid electrolytes (LEs) in contact with electrodes 

allowed LIBs to be operable in the range of 2.5 - 4.5 V.2-4 It made LIBs to be successfully 

commercialized in the early 1990s.2-4 Although gradual progress for materials and electrode engineering 

has enabled LIBs to achieve much higher energy density while widening applications of them from 

portable devices to electric vehicles, safety concerns originate from intrinsically flammable LEs always 

have threatened large scale applications of LIBs.  

In this regard, all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries (ASLBs) using inorganic solid electrolytes (SEs) 

have been suggested as a prospective alternative because inorganic SEs are thermally stable without 

leakage problems and have the potential for achieving high energy density through the bi-polar stacking 

with ultra-high mass loading electrodes.5-7 Moreover, inorganic SEs are possible to work at wide 

temperature compare to that of the LEs. Indeed, they give exceptionally high Li+ transference number, 

thus, have an advantage in the aspects of charge transport at the electrode/SE interface.5, 7, 8 If SEs offer 

enough Li+ conductivity of more than 1 mS cm-1, ASLBs would acquire the potential to outperform 

conventional LIBs based on LEs (~ 10 mS with Li+ transference number of 0.2 – 0.4). In this reason, 

SE is prime factor for developing ASLBs. Among the various candidates, sulfide SEs are promising in 

the development for practical ASLBs because they offer high Li+ conductivity (max. 25 mS cm-1 at 

room temperature) with great device integration. 7, 9, 10 

Unfortunately, they have severe handicap regarding chemical compatibility toward polar environments. 

Generally, highly Li+ conductive sulfide SEs (Li3PS4 (LPS): ~1 mS cm-1,11 Li7P3S11: max. 17 mS cm-1,12 

Li6PS5X (LPSCl, X= Cl, Br, I): > 1 mS cm-1, 13-15 Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) derivatives: max. 25 mS cm-1 9, 

16) are composed of thiophosphates (e.g., PS4
3- and P2S7

4-). Thus, the electrophile P in thiophosphates is 

easily invaded by strong Lewis-basic solvents (e.g., water, acetonitrile (ACN), tetrahydrofuran (THF)) 

including lone-pair electrons at highly electronegative elements (e.g., O and N), resulting in undesired 

dissolutions or irreversible side reaction as shown in Figure 1. The only some non (or less) polar 

solvents, such as toluene and xylene, are available to be compatible with sulfide SEs (Figure 1b). 17-18  
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To avoid these problems, P-free sulfide SEs have been designed and developed rationally, such as 

xLiI-(1-x)Li4SnS4 (0.4 mS cm-1 for x=0.4),19 Li3+xGexAs1−xS4 (1.1 mS cm-1 for x=1/3),20 Na3SbS4 (1.1 

mS cm-1),21 and Na4-xSn1-xSbxS4 (0.3 mS cm-1 for x=0.3)22. Surprisingly, these P-free sulfide SEs proved 

not only excellent air stability but also solution-processability based on highly Lewis-basic solvents, 

highlighting the exceptional chemical stability compared with typical sulfide SEs containing 

thiophosphates.19, 21-23 These phenomena are nationalized by the hard and soft acids and bases (HSAB) 

theory. 5, 23 It assigns "hard" or "soft" to chemical species. Hard is small and high charge state and 

weakly polarizable, while soft is opposite concepts. According to the HSAB theory, similar species tend 

to interact much favorably. Sn, As, Sb, and Ge are a softer base than P, thus, they have a higher affinity 

for S, compared with P. The one part of periodic table for understanding HSAB theory at a glance is 

depicted in Figure 2. This might account for the better chemical stability of P-free sulfide SEs toward 

Lewis-basic agents. However, applications of P-free sulfide SEs are very restricted because heavy 

transition metals as a central atom in the building units (e.g., MS4
4-: M = Ge and Sn, MS4

3-: M = As and 

Sb) undermine electrochemical stability below ~2 V (vs. Li/Li+ or Na/Na+) while being reduced.7 

The interaction between sulfide materials having P-S bonds and Lewis-basic agents doesn’t' 

necessarily mean it’s negative. In fact, there were some positive cases in which sulfide SEs were 

synthesized from wet-chemical route enabled by SE precursors (e.g., Li2S and P2S5) and THF (or ACN). 

24-25 In case of liquid-phase synthesis (LP), partially dissolved SE precursors react in THF (or ACN), 

producing intermediate precipitants and supernatant.26 After reaction in LP, subsequent drying and heat-

treatment below 250 oC formulate final products (β-LPS: 0.2 mS cm-1 and Li7P3S11: 1.2 mS cm-1).24, 26 

Although wet-synthetic chemistries hardly have been revealed, the key of as-discussed researches is 

closely interrelated with solubility for precursors. These protocols provide new opportunities for 

developing new materials (e.g., Li7P2S8I: 0.6 mS cm-1, Li4PS4I: 0.12 mS cm-1),27-28 mass production, 25, 

29 morphology control,29-30 and advanced applications.29, 31 

Progress in the development of sulfide SEs have been also expanded to applications for electrodes as 

well as search for new materials or enhancing (electro)chemical characteristics. To reduce interfacial 

resistance originated from incomplete ionic contacts between sulfide SEs and active materials, several 

sulfide SEs coated on active materials. The first attempt for sulfide SE coating onto active materials 

was investigated by pulsed laser deposition method.32 Subsequently, solution-processable LiI-Li4SnS4 

enabled by methanol (or water) provided the advanced applications and the insight regarding 

importance of ionic contacts within electrodes.19, 33 Solution-processable electrolytes were further 

discovered such as Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br) using ethanol,34 Na3SbS4 using water,21 and HT-Li7PS6 using 

THF and ethanol.35 Unfortunately, although solution-processable SEs (or sulfide SE solution) have the 

promising potential to be applied in the practical applications for ASLBs, there were considerable issues 

derived by reactive sulfide solution as followed; (i) active materials would be corrupted by specific 
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solvents (or sulfide solution),29, 33 (ii) reactive sulfide solution occurred the corrosion of the Al current 

collectors.34 

Aforementioned the renaissance of sulfide SEs generally have handled only aspects for materials to 

cope with limitations of solid ionic conductors. However, practical techniques for ASLBs such as 

scalable fabrication protocols and electrode designs have not been developed extensively despite first-

reported sulfide SE (glass Li2S-P2S5-LiI) already achieved enough Li+ conductivity of 1 mS cm-1 at 

room temperature (RT) in the 1981.36 Notably, the LCO electrode employing LGPS (12 mS cm-1 at 27 

oC) showed below par capacity of over 120 mA h g-1 at 14 mA g-1 compared to that of ones using 

conventional LEs (approximately 140 mA h g-1 at 266 mA g-1), which implies importance about 

electrode engineering.16, 37 Inevitably formed void space (or pores) and insufficient electric pathways in 

the ASLBs contribute to increase internal resistance, resulting in disappointing performance. Moreover, 

most of researches in the sulfide ASLBs field didn't deviate from manually mixed small-scale electrodes 

because poor and sensitive chemical stability of sulfide SEs hinders methodology for developing 

processability.5, 7 Thus, challenges for sheet-type electrodes in the sulfide ASLBs have been still 

remained.7 In this point, mechanically compliant organic materials can assist in the development of 

sulfide ASLBs in terms of performance and practical fabrications, which is in is indispensable. 

In my doctoral thesis, tactical hybrid strategies for combining sulfide SEs and various organic 

materials (e.g., polymeric binders, organic solvents, LEs) to cope with engineering issues for bulk-type 

ASLBs employing sulfide SEs are suggested.29, 38-39 My thesis comprises three parts; first, excellently 

compatible LEs with sulfide SEs are reported.38 From the trend regarding stability of sulfide SEs varied 

by concentration of LEs, rational guideline for quasi-sulfide SEs is presented. In additions, 

unprecedented performance of carbon-coated LiFePO4 (LFP) composite electrodes employing solvate 

ionic liquids (SIL)40 indicates the importance of ionic contacts within the all-solid-state electrode 

particularly. Second, wet-chemically tailored sheet-type electrodes from one-pot slurries comprised of 

SE precursors, active materials, binders, conducive additives are demonstrated.29 The hybridization of 

LP for sulfide SEs with slurry-based fabrication process using polymeric binders provides new chance 

for sheet-type ASLBs. Additionally, the effects about the size of SEs and reactive sulfide solution on 

the electrochemical performance are investigated. The third part is for slurry-fabricable Li+-conductive 

polymeric binders enabled by SIL.39 A series of processes for developing wet-slurry protocols to 

accommodate Li+-conductive binder provide rational guideline for fabricating sheet-type electrodes in 

the development of bulk-type ASLBs. From the complementary analysis by electrochemical 

characterizations and 7Li NMR measurements, the facilitated Li+-contacts at interfaces paved by NBR‐

SILs are verified. Moreover, it rendered state-of-the-art areal capacity of 7.4 mA h cm-2 with remarkable 

high mass loading (45 mg cm-2). 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for (a) Lewis-structure of thiophosphate (PS4
3-) and its chemical stability 

against Lewis-basic solvents, (b) photographs for dissolution test of sulfide SEs with various organic 

solvents. THF is tetrahydrofuran, ACN is acetonitrile, and NMP. 
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Figure 2. Periodic table for illustrating HSAB theory; shaded area indicates highly electronegative 

elements in Lewis-basic solvents (yellow), elements for thiophosphate (cyan), and central atoms for P-

free sulfide SEs (blue). According to HSAB theory, (Ge, As, Sn, Sn)-S bonds are favorable than P-S 

bond. 
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2. Background 

 

2.1 Principle of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries 

Basically, rechargeable batteries convert chemical energy stored in electrodes to electrical energy 

during discharge. Charge is an opposite concept. Rechargeable LIBs consist of cathode, anode, LE, and 

separator as shown in Figure 3.1 In the LIB field, cathode is where reduction occurs and anode is where 

oxidation occurs during discharge. Typically, LiMO2 (M= Co, Ni, Mn) and Gr are used as cathode and 

anode, respectively. LE is Li+-conductive solution consisting of aprotic polar organic solvents (e.g., 

ethylene carbonate, propylene carbonate, and etc.) and Li salts (e.g., LiPF6, LiTFSI (lithium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide)), which works as only ion conducting bridge between cathode and 

anode. Electrolytes between cathode and anode must be electronic insulator to avoid internal short-

circuit. The separator is porous membrane as a physical barrier between cathode and anode, preventing 

internal short-circuit also. In the charge process, LiMO2 (M= Co, Ni, Mn) is oxidized by losing electron 

and Li+ while Gr is reduced by adopting Li+ and electron (Figure 3). The discharge process changes 

reverse. 

During the charge and discharge, LEs are decomposed owing to wide potential gap overwhelming 

electrochemical windows of LEs. Fortunately, decomposed products are ionically conducting with 

negligible electronic conductivity, which are called as SEI, suppressing continuous decomposition of 

LEs. The SEI is enabler to realize 4 V-class batteries.1-3 
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Figure 3. Graphical illustration for rechargeable LIBs.  
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2.2 Bulk-type all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries 

 ASLBs replacing flammable LEs with inorganic SEs are classified into the configurations, such as 

thin-film ASLBs and bulk-type ASLBs as shown in Figure 4. The thin-film ASLBs (Figure 4a) are 

assembled by vacuum deposition process and restricted to small-scale applications, for instance 

microelectric devices and smart cards. Although Li3.3PO3.9N0.17 used in thin film ASLBs exhibited very 

lower Li+ conductivity of 0.002 mS cm-1 at RT, a few micrometer in the thickness of SE layers enables 

to achieve very high conductance with low cell resistance.41 42 However, owing to difficulty for massive 

accumulation, high price and low energy density of thin film ASLBs make hurdle to apply large scale 

applications such as energy storage systems and electric vehicles. 

In sharp contrast, bulk-type ASLBs (Figure 4b) are made up particulate mixture and fabricated by 

pressing. They have the potential for achieving high energy density through bi-polar stacking with ultra-

high mass loading electrodes (Figure 5). It is much suitable to demands for future electrifications.9 39 

For the bulk-type ASLBs, noticeable differences compared with conventional LIBs (Figure 1) are 

follows: (i) electrodes include SE powders since they were fabricated, compared to the injection of LEs 

into the as-prepared cathode/separator/anode in the conventional LIBs. (ii) void space (or pores) in the 

bulk-type ASLBs are inevitably formed, in contrast to perfectly filled LIBs by wetting of LEs. 

Importantly, these points should be contemplated to design all-solid-state electrodes. For the effective 

utilization, almost monolith structure is required because pores decrease effective electric pathways 

within the ASLBs.7, 43 Especially, in the perspective of the electrodes, ionic contacts between SEs and 

active materials must be optimized since SE powders are difficult to fully enclose on the surface of 

active materials.19, 38 For the high energy density, optimal portion of active materials to SEs should be 

considered. Furthermore, the thickness of SE layer must be reduced as much as possible.6   
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram for ASLBs. a) thin-film ASLBs. b) bulk-type ASLBs. Reproduced with 

permission.5 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 5. Volume efficiency of bi-polar stacking cells compared with sing-cell stacked system. 

Schematic diagrams for (a) sing-cell stacked batteries and (b) bi-polar stacking cells. (c) Battery system 

voltage varied by number of repeat units. (d) corresponding volume efficiency of bi-polar system to 

single-cell stacked system as a function of thickness of package (Tpw). Detailed information described 

in reference 9. Reproduced with permission.9 Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group. 
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2.2.1 Sulfide solid electrolytes 

 To date, a plenty of SEs have been reported and they are categorized by their chemical compositions 

(or building units), for example, sulfides, oxides, halides, borohydrides, polymers (Figure 6).2, 7, 10, 44-47 

Among them, sulfide SEs have been suggested highly competitive in the development of bulk-type 

ASLBs due to their high ionic conductivity and great device integration (Figure 7).7, 10 Several 

important classes are followed by: (i) Glass-ceramic xLi2S-(100-x)P2S5 (50 ≤ x ≤ 80) exhibit Li+ 

conductivity of around 1 mS cm-1,11, 48 which are further evolved by introducing polarizable LiX (X= 

Br, I).49 (ii) Li10GeP2S12-structured derivatives (max. 25 mS cm-1) shows state-of-the-art Li+ 

conductivity,9, 16 (iii) solution-processable Li6PS5X (X= Cl, Br) shows over 1 mS cm-1.34, 50-51 Their 

structure and (electro)chemical characteristics are strongly related to configurations of several 

polyhedron (e.g., PS4
3-, P2S7

4-, P2S6
4-, MS4

4-).23, 47, 52-53 As well as high Li+ conductivity of sulfide SEs, 

their deformable mechanical properties are also contributed to develop bulk-type ASLBs.54 Young's 

moduli of sulfide SEs (18 – 25 GPa) are between oxide ceramics (Li7La3Zr2O12: 92 GPa, Li2O-SiO2 

glasses: 70 – 80 GPa, Li2O-P2O5: 50 GPa) and typical polymers (1 – 6 GPa), indicating an advantage 

for fabricating bulk-type ASLBs.54 A sintering procedure at elevated temperature is necessary for all-

solid-state electrodes employing oxide SEs (Figure 7b), but, it accompanies undesired side reaction 

with active materials.55-56 In contrast, sulfide SEs can make at least ionic pathways in the electrodes by 

just cold-pressing (Figure 7c).43, 57 In summary, high Li+ conductivity and deformable mechanical 

properties of sulfide SEs contribute to lead promising electrochemical performance although drawbacks 

of sulfide SEs, such as intrinsic narrow electrochemical windows and poor air stability, are still 

remained.19, 52, 58-59 
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Figure 6. Rador plots of promising SEs. (a) inorganic oxide SEs, (b) inorganic sulfide SEs, (c) 

borohydride SEs, (d) halide SEs, (e) inorganic SEs for thin file ASLBs, (f) polymer SEs. 

Reproduced with permission.10 Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group. 
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Figure 7. (a) Arrhenius plots of Li+ conductivities for representative SEs. Reproduced with 

permission.7 Copyright 2018, Wiley‐VCH. Cross-sectioned SEM images of SE pellets 

fabricated by cold-pressing at 370 MPa. (b) Li7La3Zr2O12 and (c) glass 75Li2S-25P2S5. 

Reproduced with permission.43 Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group. Deformable sulfide 

SEs are formed to much densified pellet, comparing with oxide one.      
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2.2.2 Configurations of bulk-type all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries 

A rocking-chair bulk-type ASLB fastened by a pressurizing jacket is shown in Figure 8a. For the half-

cell test, Li-In electrodes having flat plateau at 0.62 V (vs. Li/Li+) in the range of 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 of the LixIn 

are selected as a counter electrode to avoid short-circuit caused by the dendritic Li (Figure 8b).49, 60-62 

Typically, high pressure (< 70 MPa) has been applied under the operation of ASLBs to retain close 

contacts between active materials and SEs because contacts loss originated from volume changes of 

active materials during repeated cycling occurs degraded performance (Figure 8a).63-64 Further 

breakthrough to down external pressure should be considered because it is hard to apply large areal 

applications. The interplay of the different materials within composite electrode influences on 

chemo(mechanical) characteristics in the bulk-type ASLBs. There might be marginal room for 

improvement enabled by mechanically compliant organic materials. 

Owing to particulate structure of bulk-type ASLBs, multiple SEs are available to construct novel 

architecture as shown in Figure 8c, in contrast to conventional LIBs using only one LE.5 Considering 

(electro)chemical properties or compatibility between active materials and SEs, optimal configurations 

could be reasonably designed. Hereafter, "bulk-type ASLB" is abbreviated to just "ASLB". 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagrams to illustrate configurations of bulk-type ASLBs. (a) a rocking-chair bulk-

type ASLB fastened by a pressurizing jacket. Applied pressure is approximately 70 MPa. Reproduced 

with permission.5 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. (b) simple configuration for half-cell employing single 

SE. (c) half-cell comprised of multi SEs (yellow and green particles). Li-In is used as counter electrode. 

Reproduced with permission.65 Copyright 2014, Elsevier. 
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2.2.3 Issues and challenges about sulfide all-solid-state electrodes 

 Understanding of electrochemical stability of SEs and interface issues where SEs in contacts with 

active materials is prerequisites to achieve optimal performance of ASLBs. For stable and convincing 

performance, electrochemical windows of SEs should be in line with operating voltage of electrodes 

and robust buffering phase should lie on interface between SEs and active materials.32, 58, 65-66 However, 

experimental results and theoretical calculations have reported on intrinsically narrow electrochemical 

windows for sulfide SEs, recently. 58, 65-67 For example, (i) Li6PS5Cl in the LiCoO2 electrode are 

spontaneously decomposed while forming P-[S]n-P and cobalt sulfides during the charging process,66-

67 (ii) Li10GeP2S12-deriveties in contact with Li metal suffer from continuous decomposition as a 

function of time.68-69 Their subsequent stability is strongly affected by electric characteristics of 

decomposed products. A good interphase between SEs and active materials are ionically conducting 

and electronic insulating. In this regard, various coating materials comprised of Li+ ionic conductors 

and protective technologies have been developed and certainly applied to ASLBs.66 

Not only interfacial stability but also effective ionic contacts with active materials is also important. 7 

Insufficient ionic surface coverage of active materials in the ASLBs decreases kinetics for 

electrochemical reactions, leading to lower utilization of electrodes.18, 39 In this reason, entirely monolith 

electrodes are required to compensate insufficient ionic contacts between SEs and active materials. In 

addition, there were some negative cases in which conductive additives disturb facile ionic pathways 

between active materials and SEs, while they offer essential electronic pathways to active materials. 38, 

70 Hence, all-solid-state electrodes consisting of too much carbon would exhibit below-par performance, 

compared with the conventional LIBs. It is important to balance ionic- and electronic- pathways within 

the electrodes. In other word, highly electronic conducting materials have a benefit in designing ideal 

electrodes.57  

 In the practical point of view, fabrication of scalable sheet-type electrodes is essential and inevitable. 

Slurry-mixed electrodes including a small amount of polymeric binders is common solution to fabricate 

sheet-type electrodes with processability. Unfortunately, poor chemical stability of sulfide SEs had 

impeded in the development of slurry process for sulfide SEs, hence, dry-mixed electrodes prepared by 

manual mixing have been widely used to explore ASLBs.5, 32-33, 59, 65-67 Even if conventional dry-mixed 

electrodes have advantages to explore basic (or fundamental) issues easily, it is difficult to mass 

production owing to their fragility.6 

Since the first demonstration of sheet-type electrodes enabled by nonpolar xylene and NBR (nitrile 

butadiene rubber) in 2014, 17 several succeeding studies were reported that electrically insulating 

polymeric binders caused disappointing performance.18, 71-72 However, slurry process based on nonpolar 

solvents (toluene and xylene) and rubber-type binders (NBR and SBR) has been in a stalemate because 

chemical instability of sulfide SEs restricted available candidates.73  
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3. Experimental 

 

3.1 Preparation of materials 

To prevent air exposure, all procedures were conducted in glove filled by Ar. Residual water in the 

solvents was removed by molecular sieve or CaH2 (95%, Sigma Aldrich) before used.  

 

3.1.1 Sulfide solid electrolytes 

LPS (Li3PS4) was prepared from Li2S (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and P2S5 (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich). The 

stoichiometric mixtures of precursors were mechanically milled by a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette 

7PL; Fritsch GmbH) with Ar-sealed zirconia vial (80 mL) and zirconia balls of 115 g and heat-treated 

at 240 oC for 1 h under vacuum. LGPS (Li10GeP2S12) was obtained by heat treatment of a pelletized 

stoichiometric mixture of Li2S, P2S5, and GeS2 (99.9%, American Elements) at 550 °C for 10 h under 

vacuum. LPSCl (Li6PS5Cl) was prepared by a planetary ball mill and subsequent heat treatment at 550 

oC for 5 h under Ar atmosphere. The stoichiometric mixtures of Li2S, P2S5, and LiCl (99.99%, Sigma 

Aldrich) were ball‐milled at 600 rpm for 10 h in with a zirconia vial (80 mL) with zirconia balls. β-LPS 

powders was synthesized via wet-chemical routes using tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99.9%, anhydrous, 

Sigma Aldrich). The stoichiometric mixtures of Li2S and P2S5 were stirred in THF at 30 oC for 9 h, 

followed by drying (80 oC, for 2 h) and subsequent heat treatment (150 oC, for 1 h) under vacuum. LPS-

polymer samples were acquired from same wet-chemical method for β-LPS except for that 5.5 wt% 

polymers were added in reacting batch. Polymers were NBR (nitrile-butadiene rubber, Sigma Aldrich) 

and PVC (polyvinyl chloride, Sigma Aldrich). 

 

3.1.2 Solvate Ionic Liquids 

For [Li(glyme)x]TFSI (x = 1, 4), the stoichiometry mixtures of LiTFSI (Lithium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, 99%, Sigma Aldrich) and purified G3 (triethylene glycol dimethyl 

ether, 99%, Sigma Aldrich) were stirred for 24 h at ambient temperature. At x = 1, [Li(glyme)x]TFSI 

turned into SILs having an ionic-liquid-like behaviors. 

 

3.2 Materials characterizations 

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected by using a D8-Bruker Advance 

diffractometer or MiniFlex600 equipped with Cu Kα radiation (1.54056 Å) at 40 kV and 40 mA. To 

avoid air exposure, samples were sealed by Be window and mounted on the instruments. The field-

emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image and energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy 

(EDXS) elemental maps were acquired by S-4800 (Hitachi) or JSM-7000F (JEOL). The high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and electron crystallography patterns (ED) were 
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collected by JEM-2100F (JEOL) with 200 kV and 0.105 mA. Raman spectra were obtained by using 

Alpha300S (Witec Instrument) equipped a 532 nm Nd-YAG laser and homemade holder to prevent air 

exposure. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were conducted by using Q50 (TA Instrument Corp.) and 

Ar carrier gas. UV-vis molecular absorption spectra were collected by Cary 5000 (Agilent 

Technologies). The static and magic angle spinning (MAS) 7Li NMR spectra were recorded using a 

Varian VNMRS 600 with 1.6 mm MAS HXY triple‐resonance probe at Larmor frequencies of 233 MHz. 

The spinning rate was 25 kHz for MAS 7Li NMR. LiCl used for a reference.  

 

3.3 All-solid-state electrodes fabrication 

The dry-mixed electrode has advantages to explore basic considerations in the development of ASLBs, 

but it is hard to scalable production in terms of large areal processability. On the other hand, the slurry-

mixed electrode is prepared from particulates with binder solution, forming a sheet on current collectors.  

 

3.3.1 Dry-mixed electrode 

The composite electrodes including active materials, SEs, or carbon additives were prepared by manual 

mixing for 20 min. 

 

3.3.2 Slurry-mixed electrode 

Slurries consist of active materials, SEs, polymeric binders, processing solvents, carbon additives, or 

SILs were blended by Thinky mixer (AR-100) at 2000 rpm for 5 min. As-prepared slurries were coated 

on current collector (Al for cathode, Ni for anode) via doctor-blade method, followed by drying under 

vacuum.  

 

3.4 Electrochemical characterizations 

 

3.4.1 All-solid-state cell assembly 

To fabricate ASLBs, 150 mg of SE powders (LPS or LGPS or LPSCl) were pelletized by hydraulic 

press at 70 MPa at RT to form SE layer. The as-prepared composite electrodes for cathode and anode 

(or Li-In electrode) were loaded on each side of the SE layer. Finally, the tri-layers were pelletized at 

370 MPa at RT. The Diameter in pelletizers (Ti) and a mold (polyaryletheretherketone) was 13 mm. 

The as-fabricated all-solid-state cells were fastened by a pressurizing jacket as shown in Figure 8.  

 

3.4.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

AC impedance data were collected by VSP-300 (Biologics) or Iviumstat (IVIUM Technologies Corp.)  

with an amplitude of 10 (or 14.1) mV in range of 1.5 MHz to 10 mHz. Nyquist plots for ASBL half-

cells were acquired after charging to terminal voltage and rest for 3 h. 
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3.4.3 Galvanostatic charge/discharge test 

For LiFePO4 (LFP) electrodes, they were examined in the rage of 2.5 – 4.0 V (vs. Li/Li+) at 30 oC. 1C 

was 150 mA g-1. For Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) electrodes, they were examined in the rage of 1.0 – 2.5 V (vs. 

Li/Li+) at 30 oC. 1C was 170 mA g-1. For LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM622) or LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 

(NCM711) electrodes, NCM were examined in the rage of 3.0 – 4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+) at 30 (or 60) oC. 1C 

was 174 mA g-1 for NCM622 and 196 mA h g-1 for NCM711. For graphite electrodes, they were 

examined in the rage of 0.005 – 2.0 V (vs. Li/Li+) at 30 oC. 1C was 360 mA g-1. Detailed information 

of electrodes for ASLBs is summarized in Table 1. 

 

3.4.4 Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique 

Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was conducted to extract polarization of 

electrodes and calculate ionic contact area between NCM622 and SE. By subtracting the closed-circuit 

voltage (CCV) from quasi-open-circuit voltage (QOCV) in the transient voltage profiles, the 

polarization curves were extracted. To comparative study of ionic percolations in the electrodes, the 

ionic surface coverage of NCM622 was obtained by the Equation 1. 

 

 Surface coverage [%] =  
𝑆SE

𝑆NCM
=

2𝑚NCM∙∆𝐸S∙𝑉m

𝑆NCM∙𝑀NCM∙∆𝐸t∙(𝜋𝐷∙𝜏)0.5   

 (Equation 1) 

 

SSE: ionic contact area between active materials and SEs 

SNCM: surface area of NCM powders obtained by the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm (0.64 m2 g-1) 

mNCM: mass of NCM in the electrodes 

ΔES: voltage change at steady state 

Vm: molar volume of NCM (20.29 cm3 mol-1) 

MNCM: molecular weight of the host NCM622 (90.13 g mol-1) 

ΔES: transient voltage change 

D: Li+ diffusion coefficient of NCM obtained from the GITT result of NCM/Li cells using liquid 

electrolytes 

τ: pulse duration (60 s) 
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Project Active material Composition (weight ratio) 
Mass loading 

[mg cm-2] 
Note Figure 

1a) 

LiFePO4
  

37.7 : 56.6 : 0.0 : 5.7 2.84 LGPS  

37.7 : 50.9 : 5.7 : 5.7 2.84 LGPS  

Li4Ti5O12 
49.8 : 49.8 : 0.0 : 0.5 3.75 LPS  

49.8 : 44.8 : 5.0 : 0.5 3.75 LPS  

2b) 
LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 

70.0 : 27.5 : 1.5 : 1.0 2.76 NBR  

70.0 : 27.5 : 1.5 : 1.0 2.76 PVC  

Graphite b) 50.0 : 47.5 : 2.5 : 0.0 1.86 NBR  

3c) 

LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 

70.0 : 27.5 : 0.0 : 1.5 : 1.0 15   

70.0 : 26.5 : 1.0 : 1.5 : 1.0 15   

70.0 : 24.0 : 3.5 : 1.5 : 1.0 15   

LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 

80.0 : 17.5 : 0.0 : 1.5 : 1.0 45   

83.0 : 13.7 : 1.6 : 0.7 : 1.0 30   

80.0 : 15.0 : 2.5 : 1.5 : 1.0 45   

 

Table 1. Specifications of electrodes. a) active material : LGPS (or LPS) : LiG3 : C, b) active material : 

β-LPS : NBR (or PVC) : C, c) active material : LPSCl : LiG3 : NBR: C 
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4. Results and discussion 

 

4.1 Hybrid sulfide solid electrolytes employing solvate ionic liquids 

The electrochemical performance of ASLBs is strongly governed by a heterogenous interface where 

the surface of active materials is enclosed by SEs.5, 7 Deformable sulfide SEs can easily form 2-

dimensional contacts with active materials through simple cold-pressing without hot sintering, resulting 

in approved performance compare to that of oxide counterparts.43, 54 Even if sulfide SEs are considered 

as enough deformable materials, fabrication of monolithic electrodes is restricted owing to an intrinsic 

attribute of the solid. For this reason, the reversible capacities of ASLBs employing sulfide SEs have 

appeared to be much lower than those obtained from conventional LIBs. There is clearly room for 

improvement.  

In this regard, hybrid configurations comprised of sulfide SEs with a small amount of LE could be 

suggested a general solution because a soft and fluidal LE compensate insufficient ionic pavement in 

the electrodes while filling void space.74-75 However, there are no any reports about hybrid 

configurations based on sulfide SEs because of highly incompatible nature of the sulfide materials 

toward conventional LEs that are Li salt dissolved organic solvents. To develop hybrid ASLBs based 

on sulfide SEs, the following contradictory situations should be handled: (i) sulfide SEs dissolve or 

react with polar Lewis-basic solvents. (ii) Solvents for common LEs have highly polar with Lewis-basic 

functional groups to dissolve Li salt. These troublems led me to recent research addressing alternative 

LEs to suppress polysulfide dissolution in Li–S batteries.76-79 According to prior literatures, polysulfide 

dissolution was suppressed by abnormally high concentrated electrolytes. Especially, SILs, the 

equimolar complex of Li salt and glyme (linear ether), have an excellent effect in suppressing 

polysulfide dissolution.76-78 Also, their unexpected oxidative stability and thermal stability are 

noticeable.40 

In this section, the excellent stability of sulfide SEs with SILs and applications of LiG3-LPS (or LGPS) 

for bulk-type ASLBs are demonstrated. The compatibility of sulfide SEs toward glyme-based LEs 

varied by concentration are investigated by multiple ways via direct observations, XRD, UV-vis, and 

EIS. LiG3 is an enabler to compensate insufficient ionic contacts within ASLBs, leading to dramatically 

improved capacity for LFP electrodes.  

 

4.1.1 Compatibility test for hybridization 

 For a systematic investigation of the interplay between sulfide SEs toward glyme-based LEs, three 

liquid samples were prepared; (i) G3 (triglyme or triethylene glycol dimethyl ether), (ii) Li(G3)4TFSI 

(LiTFSI/G3 = 1/4, Li(G3)4), (iii) Li(G3)TFSI (LiTFSI/G3 = 1/4, Li(G3). LPS (1.0 mS cm-1) and LGPS 

(6.0 mS cm-1) are selected as a model SE. 
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 To check feasibility about combining sulfide SEs and glyme-based LEs, dissolution test was assessed. 

The change in color directly indicated that both LPS and LGPS were dissolved into glyme-based liquids 

except for only LiG3 (Figure 9). The G3, one of liner ethers, are well known as good solvent for LEs 

due to its higher donor ability of oxygens to Lewis-acidic Li+,80 which also implies the possibility of 

dissolution (or reaction) problems with sulfide materials. In this regard, the dissolution of sulfide SEs 

into glyme-based liquids is acceptable. Unprecedentedly, sulfide SEs (LPS and LGPS) have negligible 

solubility in the LiG3, which implies their excellent chemical compatibility. For comparison studies 

about the trends observed in Figure 9, UV–vis molecular absorption spectroscopy and ICPOES carried 

out. In the Figure 10, the results of UV–vis spectra and weight fraction of dissolved elements (obtained 

by ICPOES) are consistent in the direct observation. Notably, dissolution of sulfide SEs was decreased 

as an increase in concentration of Li salt (LiTFSI). In addition, solubility for LGPS is lower than LPS. 

Corresponding their phase analyses were conducted using XRD as depicted in Figure 11. Only hybrid 

SEs employing LiG3 were remained their original crystal structure without significant impurities, even 

after kept for 2 days. For the sulfide SEs with Li(G3)4, LPS-Li(G3)4 exhibited intense unknown peaks 

compared with LPS-Li(G3)4, indicating that the stability of LPS toward the [Li(glyme)x]TFSI (x > 4) is 

inferior to that of LGPS. The same trend regarding poor stability of the LPS compared to that of the 

LGPS was also revealed in another case of solvent-salt complex (or superconcentrated LE), 

Li(AN)2TFSI as shown in Figure 12. 

Preceding observations regarding compatibility of sulfide SEs in contact with glyme-based liquids 

varied by concentration might be rationalized by Figure 13. Strongly Lewis-basic oxygen in G3 prefers 

to interact with electrophile, which results in nucleophilic attack to electrophile P-S (or Ge-S) bonds 

(Figure 1) while accompanying dissolution problems (Figure 9, 10). In the case of increasing 

concentration of Li+, interaction between Lewis-basic oxygen in G3 and sulfide SEs become weak 

owing to the strong complexation of glyme with Li salts in the [Li(G3)]+, leading to significantly 

suppressed dissolution at the case of LiG3. In particular, a negligible free-solvent in SILs enables great 

compatibility of sulfide SEs. Furthermore, the better stability of LGPS than LPS might be accounted 

for HSAB theory (Figure 2, see the intro section). 

Although SIL (LiG3) is chemically stable to sulfide SEs, strong advantages (e.g., thermal stability, no 

leakage, and etc.) of sulfide SEs could be degraded by adding LiG3. Figure 14 compares the appearance 

of the pristine SE and hybrid SE containing 10wt% of LiG3 as well as thermal stability assessed by 

TGA. Hybrid SEs still kept powder-like behaviors (Figure 14a, b) and moderate thermal stability at 

least 130 oC due to ionic-liquid-like behavior of SILs (Figure 14c). The hybrid SEs were prepared by 

mechanical milling  
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Figure 9. Dissolution test of sulfide SEs with G3-based liquids ([Li(G3)x]TFSI, 1 ≤ x). Direct observed 

results of LPS or LGPS with G3, Li(G3)4, and Li(G3) after kept for 7d. All the liquid samples are 

transparent originally. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 10. Comparative study to estimate an amount of dissolved species from SEs to liquids. (a) UV-

vis absorption spectra for LPS and LGPS. (b) Plots for weight fraction of dissolved elements for LPS 

and LGPS, which were calculated from ICPOES measurements. Reproduced with permission.38 

Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 11. XRD patterns of LPS (or LGPS) with Li(G3) (or Li(G3)4) varied by storage time. 

Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 12. XRD patterns of LPS (or LGPS) with another type of superconcetrated LEs, Li(AN)2TFSI 

(LiTFSI/ACN = 1/2, referred as to Li(AN)2). Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐

VCH. 
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Figure 13. Schematic diagrams representing the interplay between sulfide SEs (LPS, LGPS) and G3-

based liquids (G3 and Li(G3)xTFSI). Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 14. Physical properties of hybrid SEs (SE-LiG3). (a) photographic images of pristine powders 

and SE-LiG3 powders. (b) photographs of pelletized LGPS-LiG3. (c) TGA analysis results of SEs, LiG3, 

SE-LiG3. The weight ratio of SE to LiG3 is 9 to 1. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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4.1.2 Electrochemical characterization 

The electrochemical performance of ASLBs employing LiG3 was evaluated by using LFP electrodes. 

Detailed information for electrodes and test conditions are summarized in Table 1 and experimental 

section, respectively. Surprisingly, LFP electrode with LiG3 (5.7 wt%) shows a reversible capacity of 

144 mA h g-1 at 0.1C (17 mA g-1), in contrast to negligible capacity obtained from without LiG3 (Figure 

15). A similar achievement was also confirmed in the case of LTO/Li-In half cells. The LTO electrode 

with LiG3 (5 wt%) exhibited 1.5 times higher a reversible capacity (127 mA h g-1), compared with 89 

mA h g-1 at 0.2C (35 mA g-1) for without LiG3 (Figure 16). 

As shown in Figure 17 for representing the microstructure of the composite electrodes, there are 

inevitably formed void spaces (or pores) because cold-pressing is insufficient to fabricate monolithic 

electrodes. Porosities, calculated from specific densities per measured densities (Table 2), for each 

electrodes support Figure 17. As expected, the porosities of electrode (40.4% for LFP and 27.5% for 

LTO) were remarkably decreased by introducing LiG3 (28.8% for LFP with LiG3 and 20.8% for LTO 

with LiG3). These results imply that LiG3 wets or occupies the surroundings of the pores, resulting in 

improved effective ionic contacts between the active materials and SEs (Figure 17). This is reason why 

ASLBs including LiG3 outperformed without LiG3. 

A control experiment was conducted to reveal the extremely inferior performance of LFP in ASLBs. 

It is common sense that LFP is usually treated by carbon coating due to its severely low electric 

conductivity. Carbon coating layers on LFP was verified by HRTEM and corresponding EDXS (Figure 

18). These carbon layers on LFP act as a physical barrier blocking Li+ conduction between LFP and SE. 

To verify a side effect of carbon layer on LFP in the ASLBs, two symmetric Li-ion blocking cells 

without and with LiG3 were prepared and tested by AC impedance method (Figure 19). Cell 

configurations are Ti/LGPS/C/LGPS/Ti and Ti/LGPS/(C-LiG3)/LGPS/Ti, respectively. Artificial 

carbon layer (2-3 nm) sandwiched by two LGPS layer was fabricated from C sputtering on one side of 

cold-pressed LGPS pellet. For the Ti/LGPS/(C-LiG3)/LGPS/Ti, as-prepared carbon layer at the surface 

of LGPS pellet was wetted by LiG3 of 5 μL. In Figure 19b, a symmetric cell without LiG3 

(Ti/LGPS/C/LGPS/Ti) displayed meaningless noisy signal, in sharply contrast to clear semicircle with 

Warburg tail obtained for a symmetric cell with LiG3 (Ti/LGPS/C-LiG3/LGPS/Ti). These results 

strongly support that LiG3 paves the ionic conduction pathways in between the LFP and SE domains. 
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Figure 15. Comparative electrochemical characterizations of LFP/Li-In half-cell at 30 oC. (a) Second 

cycle voltage profiles of LFP with (blue) and without LiG3 (red). (b) Cycle performance of LFP with 

LiG3. The rate performance is shown in the inset. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 16. Comparative electrochemical characterizations of LTO/Li-In half-cell at 30 oC. (a) Second 

cycle voltage profiles of LTO with (blue) and without LiG3 (red). (b) cycle performance of LTO with 

and without LiG3. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH.  
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Figure 17. Illustrations for the composite electrodes without and with LiG3, respectively. The LiG3 

compensates imperfect solid-solid contacts through filling or paving void spaces. For an intuitive 

explanation, carbon additives in the composite electrode are omitted. Reproduced with permission.38 

Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Electrode Weight ratio [wt%] Volume of LiG3 [L cm-2] Porosity [%] 

LTO 49.8:49.8:0.5 (LTO:LPS:C) - 27.5 

LTO with LiG3 49.8:44.8.0.5:5.0 (LTO:LPS:C:LiG3) 0.52 20.2 

LFP 37.7:56.6:5.7 (LFP:LGPS:C) - 40.4 

LFP with LiG3 37.7:50.9:5.7:5.7 (LFP:LGPS:C:LiG3) 0.30 28.8 

 

Table 2. Porosities of composite electrodes without and with LiG3. Porosity of samples are calculated 

by following: 

Porosity [%] = 100 – 100∑(AiM/ρi)/[(π/4)∙D2∙t]      

 

Ai: weight fraction of i in the composite 

M: weight of the pellet  

D: diameter of the pellet 

t: thickness of the pellet 

ρi: apparent density (ρLPS = 1.87 g cm-3, ρLGPS = 2.035 g cm-3, ρLiG3 = 1.46 g cm-3, ρC = 2.0 g cm-3, ρLTO 

= 3.5 g cm-3, ρLFP = 3.6 g cm-3) 
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Figure 18. HRTEM images for LFP powders. (a) and (b) are bright-field image. Amorphous carbon 

layers (less than 2 nm) is observed. (c) corresponding elemental mapping of LFP. Notably, 

homogeneously distributed C (purple) are closely match to elements of LFP, indicating uniform 

carbon coating on the LFP particle. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 19. (a) sequence diagrams representing the preparation of Li-ion blocking symmetric cells 

(Ti/LGPS/C/LGPS/Ti and Ti/LGPS/(C-LiG3)/LGPS/Ti). (b) Nyquist plots for two symmetric cells. 

Enlarged plots at high frequency are in the insetst. Reproduced with permission.38 Copyright 2015, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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4.2 Sheet-type electrodes fabricated by wet-chemical route 

 

The mass productive technologies for the ASLBs need to be more agonized to realize practical ASLBs. 

In the aspect of a fabrication protocol, sheet-type electrodes tailored by slurry-process rather than dry-

mixed electrodes are much suitable to apply practical applications such as large-format batteries. For 

the materials, morphology-controllable or scalable routes for SEs are also necessary. Unfortunately, 

severe dissolution problems of sulfide SEs have limited to choose processing solvents and polymeric 

binders for slurry-process. In this reason, only nonpolar solvents and rubber-type binders have been 

considered for slurry-process comprising sulfide SEs,18, 72-73 which restricted many options for creative 

electrode engineering.  

To date, the development of sulfide SEs have tended to make progress via solid-state synthetic routes 

(mechanical milling and heat-treatment) in order to explore new compositions,9, 16, 81-82 overlooking new 

synthetic protocols. Recently, β-Li3PS4 (β-LiPS) was reported to be prepared by liquid-phase synthesis. 

In case of the liquid-phase synthesis (LP), SE precursors (Li2S and P2S5) react in solvents (e.g., THF or 

ACN), producing intermediate precipitants and supernatant. Final products were obtained by drying 

and heat-treatment.24-26, 30 Notably, these wet-chemically prepared SEs are usually crystallized at lower 

temperature (less than 250 oC), which inhibits particulate segregations and allows to control their 

morphology.24-26, 30 These wet-chemical routes enabled by moderately polar solvents, expanding 

polymer candidates, offer new chance to electrode engineering.31 

In this section, scalable single-step fabrication of sheet-type electrodes for ASLBs using a one-pot 

slurry consisting of THF, SE precursors, active materials (NCM622 or graphite), THF-soluble 

polymeric binders (NBR and PVC) are reported. Additionally, the reliance of the electrochemical 

performance on the particle size of the SE precursors and polymeric binders are investigated. 

 

4.2.1 Compatibility test for hybridization 

Firstly, three model samples (LPS, LPS-NBR, and LPS-PVD) were prepared to estimate their chemical 

compatibility during wet-chemical process. Polymers of 5.5 wt% were blended with LPS. As shown in 

Figure 20, LPS and LPS-NBR kept a white after HT at 80 oC and 140 oC, compared to a violet LPS-

PVC treated at 140 oC. It directly implies chemical changes in the LPS-PVC. For the LPS-PVC, 

dehydrochlorination of PVC with releasing HCl was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, proved by the 

formation of a C=C double bond (Figure 21). 83-84 On the other hand, NBR is thermally stable up to 

300 oC, confirmed by TGA (Figure 22). In Figure 23, Raman spectra for NBR and NBR treated at 140 

oC are in consistent with TGA result (Figure 22). Further analyses of three model samples obtained by 

wet-chemical routes carried out to comparative study through XRD measurement and Raman 

spectroscopy (Figure 24, 25). The XRD patterns of them closely match to β-Li3PS4, reported by C. 
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Liang, without distinct impurities as shown in Figure 24.24 Additionally, Raman spectra of them 

exhibits characteristic signal of thiophosphate (PS4
3-, 421 cm-1) in LPS.47 Notably, only LPS with PVC 

display slightly lower intensities in XRD (Figure 24) and distinctly different peaks in Raman result 

(Figure 25). These undesired Raman signals of LPS-PVC originated from thermally decomposed PVC 

as discussed in Figure 21. Released HCl from PVC at elevated temperature might react with sulfide 

SEs and hinder the crystallization of LPS. In the Figure 26, enlarged Raman spectra of LPS-NBR and 

pristine LPS exhibits the maintenance of NBR in the LPS-NBR. Figure 27 represents an Arrhenius plot 

of Li+ conductivities of LPS (0.20 mS cm-1), LPS-NBR (0.11 mS cm-1), and LPS-PVC (0.1 mS cm-1). 

Owing to Li+ insulating property of polymer, the ionic conductivity of LPS decreased to around half. 

From the complementary analysis of model materials to clarify compatibility of wet-chemical routes 

employing polymeric binders (NBR and PVC), wet-chemical routes employing NBR as well as THF 

was demonstrated. 
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Figure 20. Direct observation of LPS-polymer composite prepared by the wet-chemical route using 

THF. Photographic images of model samples (LPS-polymer) after HT at 80 oC and 140 oC. Reproduced 

with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 21. Raman spectra for pristine PVC and decomposed PVC. Schematic diagram of 

dehydrochlorination of PVC is shown in the inset. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 22. TGA result for NBR under Ar. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 23. Raman spectra for pristine NBR and heat-treated NBR. The heat-treated NBR was prepared 

from dried NBR solution (dissolved in THF) AT at 140 oC. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 

2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 24. Characterizations of LPS and LPS-Polymer prepared via wet-chemical routes using THF. 

XRD patterns display their phase mainly agree with β-Li3PS4. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 

2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 25. Raman spectroscopy results of LPS and LPS-Polymer to verify chemical structure and their 

compatibility. PS4
3- (421 cm-1) is significant signal for β-Li3PS4. Reproduced with permission.29 

Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 26. Enlarge Raman spectra of pristine NBR and LPS-NBR. The weight ratio of LPS to NBR is 

94.5 to 5.5. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 27. Arrhenius plots for LPS and LPS-Polymer obtained by AC impedance measurement using 

Li+-blocking symmetric cell (Ti/sample/Ti). Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
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4.2.2 Wet-chemically tailored electrodes (LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 and Graphite) 

Based on screening tests in section 4.2.1 (Compatibility test for hybridization), sheet-type electrodes 

were prepared from one-pot slurries including active materials (NCM, graphite), carbon additives, NBR 

binder, and SE precursors (Li2S and P2S5) in THF. Figure 28 illustrates sequential procedure to prepare 

sheet-type electrodes tailored via wet-chemical route. One-pot slurries were coated on Al foil (or Ni 

foil) for cathodes (or anodes). SE precursors (Li2S and P2S5) in one-pot slurries turned into LPS after 

stirring and subsequent HT at 140 oC under vacuum. As-prepared sheet-type electrodes via single-step 

wet-chemical routes are uniform, scalable, and bendable as shown in Figure 29, emphasizing the 

positive role of polymeric binders. Figure 30 shows cross-sectioned FESEM images with EDXS 

elemental maps of NCM622 and graphite electrodes. 

While looking for optimal way to maximize electrochemical performance, we found that the size of 

LPS was governed by the size of precursors. In Figure 31, LPS using pristine precursors (PP-LPS) and 

LPS using ball-milled precursors (BP-LPS) are about 1 μm and 10 μm, respectively. The particle size 

of the SEs can affect homogeneity for slurry and uniformity for electrodes, leading to difference in the 

aspect of their ionic contacts or percolation.85-86 The electrochemical performance depending of the size 

of precursors is discussed later. 
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Figure 28. Illustration for a single-step wet-fabrication of sheet-type composite electrodes. Reproduced 

with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 29. Photographic images of sheet-type NCM electrode prepared from one-pot slurry. the (a) 

free-standing electrode with 4 cm2 (b) the electrode before and after bending test. The electrode was 

wrapped 20 times along the 10 pi cylinder. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 30. Electron microscopic characterizations of cross-sectional sheet-type electrodes fabricated 

by a single-step wet-chemical route. FESEM images and corresponding EDXS elemental maps for (a) 

NCM622, (b) Graphite are presented. Ni and O indicate NCM622, C indicates Graphite, and P and S 

indicate LPS. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 31. FESEM images of LPS powders varied by the size of precursors. LPS prepared from (a) 

the pristine precursors (PP) and (b) the ball-milled precursors (BP). Reproduced with permission.29 

Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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4.2.3 Electrochemical characterization 

 Three electrodes were prepared to evaluate electrochemical performance of NCM and Gr, depending 

on size effect of SE. BP-NCM622 and PP-NCM622 are NCM622 electrodes prepared from ball-milled 

precursors (BP) and pristine precursors (PP), respectively. BP-Gr is graphite electrodes prepared from 

BP. Detailed information for electrodes and test conditions are summarized in Table 1 and 

experimental section, respectively. 

 The electrochemical performance varied by the size of precursors were assessed NCM622/Li-In half-

cell as shown in Figure 32. A reversible capacity of BP-NCM622 (153 mA h g-1) is higher than 136 mA 

h g-1 of counterpart PP-NCM622 (Figure 32a), indicating that smaller SE powders is desirable to 

enhance ionic contacts and percolation within the electrodes. The ionic surface coverage of NCM622 

surrounded by SE was extracted by GITT data (Figure 33, see the experimental section). The ionic 

surface coverage of BP-NCM622 and PP-NCM622 was 14% and 10%, respectively. A very low surface 

coverage value is attributed to insufficient contacts of NCM622 in contact with SE and presence of Li+ 

insulating NBR as well as inevitable pores in the secondary-particle-shaped NCM622.38, 87 The rate 

capabilities (Figure 32d, c) and the Nyquist plots (Figure 32d) agree with the trend in the GITT results 

(Figure 33). Comprehensive electrochemical characterizations (Figure 32, 33) were successfully 

demonstrate the size effect of SEs to wet-chemically assembled sheet-type electrodes. Graphite 

electrode prepared from BP-LPS was also tested at 30 oC. The first voltage profile and cycle retention 

are depicted in Figure 34. The BP-Gr showed a great reversible capacity of 318 mA h g-1 with the cycle 

retention of 98% at 0.1C (Figure 34). Surprisingly, BP-Gr showed a decent performance as much as 

typical LIBs using LEs, in contrast to poor BP-NCM622 (153 mA h g-1 at 0.05C) compared with 

NCM622 liquid-electrolyte-cell (163 mA h g-1 at 0.2C), shown in Figure 35. The volumetric ratio of 

active materials to electrolytes (SE or LE) was set to unit for a fair comparison (assumption: all pores 

of LIB-electrode were filled by LE). In the case of NCM electrode, all-solid-state cell suffered larger 

polarization and didn’t fully utilize even in operating at very low C-rate (0.05C). Only 90% of capacity 

was available, compared to that of liquid-electrolyte cell. Otherwise, graphite electrodes exhibited 

similar performance in both systems. This outstanding performance of BP-Gr compared to BP-NCM 

may be nationalized by considering several factors. First, electronic conducting graphite has the 

advantages for electrode utilization because it allows to form favorable ionic pathways without 

interruption by conducting additives.57, 70 Seconds, there are undesirable side reactions of NCM with 

THF solution containing Li2S and P2S5 (Figure 36). A control experiment confirmed that NCM622 

which was exposed to a THF solution containing Li2S and P2S5 (supernatant) showed a slightly inferior 

performance to that of pristine NCM622, evaluated by dry-mixed electrode (Figure 36). 

 Finally, rocking-chair ASLBs (BP-NCM622/BP-Gr) were fabricated and tested at 30 oC and 100 oC. 

In the Figure 37, a reversible capacity of the NCM622/Graphite full-cell was 131 mA h gNCM622
-1 in the 

voltage range of 2.50 – 4.15 V at 0.1C at 30 oC. At extremely harsh conditions in the aspect of 
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temperature (100 oC) and C-rate (15C), the full-cell assembled by wet-tailored electrodes showed 

impressive capacity of 110 mA h gNCM622
-1 with high coulombic efficiency (~99.9%). The cycle retention 

after 250 cycles, relative to the initial capacity at 100 oC was 86%. Notably, the temperature of 100 oC 

is far beyond the operating temperature limits for conventional LIBs (< 60 oC).7, 88 

 Precedent evaluated ASLBs in this work used conventional thick SE layer (~700 μm) in between the 

cathode and anode, thus, the film-type rocking-chair ASLBs using a thin SE-nonwoven composite film 

(~70 μm) was also attempted to achieve higher energy density. The as-fabricated film-type ASLB and 

their appearances are presented in Figure 38. The first reversible capacity of this full-cell was 124 mA 

h gNCM622
-1 in the voltage range of 2.5 – 4.2 V at 0.025C at 30 oC, which translates to 92 W h kg-1 (Figure 

39).   
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Figure 32. Electrochemical characterizations for the NCM622/Li-In half-cells at 30 oC, depending on 

wet-chemically fabricated sheet-type electrodes using BP and PP. (a) First voltage profiles for the 

NCM622 electrodes prepared from BP and PP at 0.05C. (b) Rate capabilities. The cycle performance 

of BP-NCM622 is in the inset. (c) Discharge voltage profiles with various C-rate. (d) Nyquist plots for 

the NCM622 electrodes after 1st charging 4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+). Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 

2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 33. Transient voltage profiles and corresponding polarization plots acquired by GITT for 

NCM622/Li-In half-cell. The enlarged view in the inset points closed-circuit voltage (CCV) and quasi-

open-circuit voltage (QOCV). BP-NCM622 is red and PP-NCM622 is green. Reproduced with 

permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 34. Electrochemical characterizations for the Gr/Li-In half-cells at 30 oC, employing wet-

chemically fabricated sheet-type electrode. (a) The first voltage profile for the BP-Graphite at 0.05C. 

(b) Rate capabilities. (b) The cycle performance at 0.1C. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, 

the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 35. Comparison test about ASLBs and LIBs. First voltage profiles of (a) NCM622 and (b) Gr 

using different electrolytes. All the profiles were acquired at 30 oC. The C-rates for assessment are 

notated in Insets. Cycling tests using liquid electrolytes were performed using 2032-type coin cells. A 

1.15 M solution of LiPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbonate (EC), ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC), and 

dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (2:5:3 v/v) with 5 wt.% fluorinated ethylene carbonate (FEC) and 0.5 wt.% 

vinyl carbonate (VC) as additives was used as the electrolyte. A porous polypropylene 

(PP)/polyethylene (PE)/PP tri-layer film (Celgard Inc.) was used as the separator. The compositions of 

electrodes for LIBs are followed; NCM622 : C : PVDF = 90 : 5 : 5 wt%, Gr : PVDF = 9 : 1. Reproduced 

with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 36. Photographs of (a) wet-chemically synthesized LPS and (b) NCM622 powders exposed to 

supernatant. (c) 1st voltage profiles of NCM622/Li-In cells at 0.1C at 30 oC using pristine (black), pure-

THF-treated (blue), and supernatant-treated bare (red). All samples were dried at 140 oC under vacuum. 

The supernatant-exposed NCM622 powders were washed by pure THF before drying. Reproduced with 

permission.29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 37. Galvanostatic charge-discharge test of a rocking-chair ASLB employing single-step wet-

chemically tailored sheet-type electrodes at 30 oC and 100 oC. (a) Cycle performance and (b) the 

corresponding charge-discharge voltage profiles. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2017, the 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 38. BP-NCM622/BP-Gr full-cell employing a thin SE-nonwoven composite film. (a) Schematic 

diagram. (b) Photographic images of the free-standing film-type ASLB. Reproduced with permission.29 

Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 39. The first voltage profile of BP-NCM622/BP-Gr full-cell employing a thin SE-nonwoven 

composite film. 29 Copyright 2017, the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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4.3 Slurry-fabricated Li+-conductive polymeric binders enabled by solvate ionic liquids 

for sheet-type electrodes 

 

For mass production of ASLBs based on sulfide SEs, the wet-slurry process for sheet-type electrodes 

is imperative.17-18 Unfortunately, the poor chemical stability of sulfide SEs, in terms of reactivity or 

dissolutions, severely restrict available candidates for solvents and in turn polymer binders.29, 38 

Several challenging issues must be solved to establish universal wet-slurry protocols for sulfide based 

ASLBs. First, polymeric binders should be dissolved into nonpolar or less polar solvents that are inert 

with sulfide SEs. Second, polymeric binders should have acceptable adhesion properties with flexibility. 

In this regard, only rubbery binders with low glass transition temperature and nonpolar or less polar 

solvents to dissolve rubber have been allowed to fabricate sheet-type ASLBs based on sulfide SEs; e.g., 

nitrile−butadiene rubber (NBR) and xylene, styrene−butadiene rubber (SBR) and toluene. 18, 30, 72, 89 

Even if wet-slurry protocols for mechanically compliant electrodes could be developed using certain 

polymers and solvents, the binders interrupt Li+-ionic contacts at interfaces, resulting in the below par 

electrochemical performance.18 This problem motivates to develop Li+-conductive hybrid electrolytes 

consisting of polymer electrolytes and sulfide SEs. In consideration of Li+ conductivity and mechanical 

versatility, highly Li+-conductive gel polymer electrolytes (>10-4 S cm-1) are an appropriate candidate. 

However, applying gel polymer electrolytes to sulfide ASLBs is very challenging because liquid 

components for gel polymer electrolytes are completely antithetic to conventional wet-slurry process 

for sulfide SEs. Moreover, highly thermal stable gel polymer electrolytes are desired in order not to 

offset the advantage ASLBs. These considerations led me to my previous research addressing chemical 

compatibility of sulfide SEs and SILs. 90-91 

In this section, systemic approaches to cope wet-slurry process involving sulfide SEs with SILs are 

presented. Moreover, their electrochemical characteristics are investigated by complementary analysis 

to reveal ionic conduction mechanism in the complex system. Moreover, sheet-type electrodes 

fabricated by slurry-fabricable Li+ conducive polymeric binders enable to achieve unprecedent state-

of-the-art high areal capacity of 7.4 mA g cm-2, is highlighted.  

 

4.3.1 Compatibility test for hybridization 

 

For designing wet-slurry process to accommodate SILs and sulfide SEs together, miscibility and 

dissolution test as function of polarity of solvent were tested by direct observations (Figure 40) and 

several characteristics of corresponding solvents are listed in Table S3. The mixtures of LiG3 and 

nonpolar solvents (toluene and o-xylene) turned into binary phase clearly (Figure 40a), indicating 

different polarity and density of them. (e.g., o-xylene: 0.88 g ml-1 and LiG3: 1.46 g ml-1). Otherwise, 
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highly polar solvents (water, ACN, and NMP) and intermediate polarity (dichloromethane, 

dibromomethane (DBM), and chloroform) appeared to be miscible with LiG3 (Figure 40a). The trend 

about solubility of LiG3 into various solvents could be described by like-dissolve-like; LiG3-miscible 

solvents have roughly similar physical parameters compared to G3 (see Table 3), in particular, the DMB 

is the most like a G3. However, highly Lewis-basic (or highly polar) solvents showed distinct 

dissolution of sulfide SE, LPSCl, as expected (Figure 40b). From these screening tests, DBM was 

selected as an appropriate solvent for the ASLB slurry (Figure 41). 

 The comprehensive explanation on these observed results is illustrated in Figure 42. In general, polar 

solvents have asymmetric electronic density derived by functional groups. Especially, strong Lewis-

basic (or highly polar) solvents (e.g., water, ACN, and G3) including lone-pair electrons at highly 

electronegative elements (e.g., O and N) react with electrophilic species (e.g., P5+ in sulfide SEs). In 

addition, strong interaction between electronegative species (e.g., O and N) in these solvents and Li+ 

solvated by the G3 might cleave coordination structure of [Li(G3)]+, leading to underside interplay 

between G3 and LPSCl. For example regarding NMP used for typical LIB slurries, the O in carbonyl 

group could interact with solvated Li+,92-93 then, adrift O in G3 could corrupt LPSCl (Figure 42c). 

Additionally, the unsaturated C in carbonyl group could be attacked by nucleophile thiophosphates (e.g., 

PS4
3- and P2S7

4-) in LPSCl. This rationale is in line with the chemical incompatibility between carbonate-

based LEs and polysulfides in the Li-S batteries.94 In sharp contrast, nonpolar solvents (e.g., o-xylene) 

are chemically inert to LPSCl owing to their negligible donor ability, but, LiG3 is immiscible with 

nonpolar solvents since there are huge difference in polarity (Table 3). In the contradictory situation for 

designing wet-slurry process accommodating LiG3 and LPSCl, less polar solvents with moderately 

lower donor ability, especially DBM, enable to dilute LiG3 without disruption of [Li(G3)]+
 and be 

compatible with LPSCl (Figure 42b). 

 To estimate their compatibility during wet-slurry process, a model composite comprised of LPSCl, 

NBR, and LiG3 (referred as to "LPSCl-NBR-LiG3", weight ratio of 50:20:30) was prepared BY wet-

slurry using DBM. The slurry was dried at 60 oC under vacuum for 2h. The LPSl-NBR-LiG3 composite 

and DBM-exposed LPSCl, obtained from same wet-slurry route, still remained the crystal structure of 

LPSCl without any impurities (Figure 43). The absence of impurities in XRD results corroborates that 

DBM is inert to LPSCl and [Li(G3)]+, explained in Figure 42b. 
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Figure 40. Photographic images of mixtures of LiG3 with diverse solvents (a) without LPSCl and (b) 

after adding LPSCl and being kept for 12 h. Detailed information about solvents is in Table 3.  

Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Solvent 
Dielectric 

constant 

Dipole 

moment [D] 

Donor number 

[kJ mol-1] 

Reactivity with 

LPSCl 
Solubility of LiG3 

Water 78 1.85 75.3 O O 

NMP 32 4.09 - O O 

Acetonitrile 36 3.9 58.6 O O 

Triethylene glycol 

dimethyl ether (G3) 
7.5 2.16 58.6 O O 

Dichloromethane 9.1 1.6 4.2 X O 

Dibromomethane (DBM) 7.8 1.78 - X O 

Chloroform 5.5 1.08 16.7 X O 

o-xylene 2.6 0.64 - X X 

Toluene 2.4 0.36 0.4 X X 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of various solvents for wet-slurry process accommodating LiG3 with sulfide 

SEs. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 41. Photographs of SE (LPSCl), NBR, and LiG3 (the top image) and after blending with DBM 

(the ground image). Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 42. Schematic diagram illustrating compatibility with LPSCl for LiG3 diluted by various 

solvents varied by polarity; (a) nonpolar, (b) less polar, and (c) highly polar (or Lewis-basic) solvents. 

Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 43. XRD results of pristine LPSCl, DBM-exposed LPSCl, and LPSCl-NBR-LiG3. Reproduced 

with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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4.3.2 Phase analysis and Li+-conducting mechanism 

 

 To determine the local environment around LiG3, 7Li NMR analyses for LiG3 and NBR-LiG3 (a 

composite NBR and LiG3) were conducted (Figure 44). A very sharp peak at -0.36 ppm was observed 

in the liquid-sate LiG3, meaning that Li is only shielded by O in the G3 and mobile freely in a liquid 

phase.95 In contrast, NBR-LiG3 showed broaden peak, indicating reduced mobility of Li+ due to 

polymer matrix. This is in line with typical phenomenon in gel polymer electrolytes when LEs is soluble 

into the polymer matrix.96 Furthermore, LiG3 in the microstructure of LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 were verified 

by magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR measurement (Figure 45) because the broad peak of LPSCl 

(~2.5 ppm) covered other signals (LiG3 or NBR-LiG3) at static mode (Figure 46). By high resolution 

MAS NMR at 25 kHz, distinct peaks for LPSCl and NBR-LiG3 were clearly identified in the LPSCl-

NBR-LiG3. It implies that liquid phase LiG3 turn into solid state while merging into NBR as forming 

gel polymer electrolytes. Additionally, cross-sectional FESEM and corresponding elemental maps by 

EDXS were acquired to double check to assign location of LiG3 in LPSCl-NBR-LiG3. In Figure 47, 

overlapped maps for C (from NBR and LiG3), F (from LiG3), N (From NBR and LiG3) except for P 

and S (from LPSCl) implies formation of the NBR-LiG3 gel polymer electrolyte in consistent with 

MAS 7Li NMR results (Figure 45). 

 The bendable and free-standing LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 film (70m) are presented in Figure 48. As shown 

70-m-thick LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 (3.3 mS cm-1) exhibited 2-fold higher Li+ conductivity compared to 

that of LPSCl-NBR (1.7 mS cm-1). It suggests that NBR-LiG3 (0.17 mS cm-1) work as a good Li+ 

conductive polymeric binders. Detailed information about Li+ conductivities of samples are summarized 

in Table 4. 

 To investigate Li+ conduction pathway in the composite LPSCl-NBR-LiG3, MAS 7Li NMR analysis 

of Li-ion non-blocking symmetric cells using 6Li metal electrode, 6Li/LPSCl-NBR-LiG3/6Li, was 

attempted as shown in Figure 49.97-98 The as-prepared 6Li symmetric cell was repeatedly cycled at 50 

μA in opposite direction to substitute 7Li in the sample (LPSCl-NBR-LiG3) for 6Li. Figure 50 shows 

that the alternative signs of voltage denote reversible Li striping and plating at 6Li electrodes while 

replacing intrinsic 7Li of LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 with 6Li. After the cycling, the LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 sample 

was collected and subjected to the MAS 7Li NMR measurements. MAS 7Li NMR spectra of LPSCl-

NBR-LiG3 before and after cycling is shown in Figure 51 The overall peak intensities decreased after 

cycling, indicating that that Li+ migrated through both LPSCl and NBR-LiG3 while 7Li in the samples 

were partly replaced by 6Li. Most importantly, the areal ratio of LPSCl to NBR-LiG3 was decreased 

from 16 to 9 after cycling, which indicate that LPSCl is dominant Li+ pathways compared to that of 

NBR-LiG3 in the hybrid system. Moreover, the evidence for Li+ conduction at LPSCl/NBR-LiG3 

interface was proved by a control experiment using NBR-LiG3/LPSCl/NBR-LiG3 symmetric cell 
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(Figure 52). The interfacial resistance between LPSCl and NBR-LIG3 is 33.8 Ω cm2, which is lower 

than for LiG3/Li (~150 Ω cm2),40  Li3PS4/Li (~ 100 Ω cm2),49and typical LIBs (62 Ω cm2).99 From this 

result, facile Li+ transport across the LPSCl/NBR-LiG3 interfaces was demonstrated. 
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Figure 44. Static 7Li NMR spectra of LiG3 and NBR-LiG3. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 

2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 45. MAS 7Li NMR spectra of LPSCl, NBR-LiG3, LPSCl-NBR-LiG3. Reproduced with 

permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 46. Static 7Li NMR spectra of LPSCl-NBR-LiG3, LPSCl, LiG3, NBR-LiG3. Reproduced with 

permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH.  
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Figure 47. Cross-sectional FESEM image and EDXS elemental maps for LPSCl–NBR–LiG3. 

Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH.  
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Figure 48. Photographs of Cross-sectional FESEM image and EDXS elemental maps for LPSCl–NBR–

LiG3. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Sample Weight ratio 30 [S cm-1] 

LPSCl - 4.2  10-3 

LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 95.0 : 1.5 : 3.5 3.3  10-3 

LPSCl-NBR 98.5 : 1.5 1.7  10-3 

LiG3 - 1.0  10-3 

NBR-LiG3 30 : 70 1.7  10-4 

 

Table 4. Li+ conductivities for samples at 30 oC. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐

VCH. 
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Figure 49. Schematic diagram representing 6Li symmetric cell (6Li/LPSCl-NBR-LiGE/6Li). Li+ 

conduction pathways in the LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 are shown blue arrows (1, 2). Reproduced with 

permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 50. Cycling profiles of the 6Li+-ion nonblocking symmetric cell (6Li/LPSCl-NBR-LiG3/6Li) 

with constant current of 50 μA. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 51. MAS 7Li NMR spectra for comparative studies about LPSCl-NBR-LiG3 before and after 

cycling. LPSCl and NBR-LiG3 are 2.5 ppm and -0.25 ppm, respectively. Reproduced with permission.39 

Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 52. Nyquist plots for extracting interfacial resistance at LPSCl/NBR-LiG3. Rint (33.8 Ω cm 2) 

was calculated by following equation; Rtot = 2∙(RNBR-LiG3 + Rint) + RLPSCl. Reproduced with permission.39 

Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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4.3.3 Sheet-type NCM electrodes fabricated by DBM-based wet-slurry protocol 

To compare electrochemical performance varied by LiG3, the sheet-type electrodes were prepared via 

wet-slurry process using DBM and NBR (or NBR-LiG3). Detailed information for electrodes and test 

conditions are summarized in Table 1 and experimental section, respectively. In the Figure 53, the 

sheet-type electrode employing NBR-LiG3 were free-standing and bendable in contrast to electrode 

fabricated without any polymeric scaffold, emphasizing the role of polymeric binders for developing 

large areal electrodes. In addition, the LiG3 didn't occur leakage problems even after pressed at 370 

MPa. 

The advantages of Li+-conductive binder (NBR-LiG3) was assessed by comparing the electrochemical 

performance at 30 oC. The first voltage profiles of NCM622/Li-In half-cells at 0.1C (0.26 mA cm-2) are 

shown in Figure 54. The NCM622 employing only NBR exhibited a reversible capacity of 144 mA h 

g-1 that is only 80% of the ones using typical LEs (179 mA h g-1, Figure 55). Surprisingly, the NCM622 

employing NBR-LiG3 showed a higher discharge capacity of 174 mA h g-1, which is almost close to 

conventional LIBs. Moreover, the initial coulombic efficiency increased from 78% (NBR) to 90% 

(NBR-LiG3), showing lower overpotential in the overall charge and discharge. The trend in rate 

capability as well as Nyquist plots (Figure 56) are also consistent with Figure 55. Also, NCM622 

electrode with NBR-LiG3 showed the decent cycling behavior at elevated temperature (60 oC, Figure 

57) as well as the stable cycle retention (88% after 100th cycle) at 30 oC are notable. The ionic surface 

coverage on NCM622 electrodes, extracted from GITT results (Figure 58), for NBR and NBR-LiG3 

are 27% and 42%, respectively. Moreover, Li+ conductivities of NCM622 electrodes with NBR-LiG3 

(0.2 mS cm-1) is higher than the one with NBR (0.14 mS cm-1), acquired by using electron-blocking Li-

In/LPSCl/electrodes/LPSCl/Li-In symmetric cells (Figure 59). The NBR-LiG3 paved the interface of 

NCM622 particles and filled pores in electrodes, leading to facilitated Li+ conduction pathways within 

the electrodes (Figure 58, 59) and increased electrode utilization (Figure 54). The porosities of 

NCM622 electrodes were 22% for NBR and 2.7% for NBR-LiG3, respectively, resulting from acting 

LiG3 as a plasticizer. 

Figure 60 presents the ex-situ XRD patterns of sheet-type NCM electrodes with LiG3 and without 

LiG3 at different state-of-charge to estimate the degree of electrode utilization. The amount of Li in the 

NCM622 could be compared from the peak position of the (003) plane.100-101 The (003) peaks shifted 

from 18.6o to lower angle (~18.2 o) as the NCM622 was charged to 4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+) because the M-O 

slabs in the layer structured NCM622 suffered electrostatic repulsion along the c-axis at charged state. 

In opposite, (003) peaks were moved back to higher angle again after discharge to 3.0 V (vs. Li/Li+). 

Importantly, the peak position after discharge for the NCM622 electrode without LiG3 appeared to be 

more negative than that for the one with LiG3, indicating that less Li+ is intercalated back into NCM622 

in the electrodes without LiG3 than with LiG3. This result evidences the incomplete utilization of active 

materials. This should be because of the slow kinetics associated with poor Li+-ionic contacts and/or 
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pathways that could be solved by employing the Li+-conductive binders, consistent with the 

complementary electrochemical analysis results (Figure 54, 56, 58, 59).  

The sheet-type NCM711 electrodes with ultrahigh mass loading (45 or 30 mgNCM711 cm-2) and higher 

fraction of active materials (80 or 83 wt%) were prepared to demonstrate strong advantage of ASLBs. 

Notably, conventional LIBs never realized such high mass loading because of wetting problems of LEs 

into porous electrodes. In Figure 60, cross-sectional FESEM images and their EDXS elemental maps 

exhibited compactly packed thick electrode (>200 μm) and homogenous distribution of components. 

The NCM711 electrodes with NBR-LiG3 (1.6 or 2.5 wt% LiG3) exhibited dramatically increased 

performance at 0.025C compared to that of 131 mA h g-1 of NCM711 with NBR. The highest areal 

capacity of 7.4 mA cm-2 was achieved for sheet-type NCM711 with NBR-LiG3 (2.5 wt% LiG3, 45 

mgNCM711 cm-2).  
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Figure 53. Photographs for sheet-type electrodes prepared by DBM-based wet-protocols (a) without 

NBR and (b) with NBR-LiG3. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 54. Electrochemical characterizations for the NCM622/Li-In half-cells at 30 oC, depending on 

sheet-type NCM622 electrodes fabricated by DBM-based slurry with NBR (black) and NBR-LiG3 

(blue). The first-cycle voltage profiles are shown. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 55. The first-cycle voltage profiles for NCM622 and NCM711. These profiles are obtained by 

using conventional LEs. Cycling tests using liquid electrolytes were performed using 2032-type coin 

cells. A 1 M solution of LiPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbonate (EC), ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC), and 

dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (4:3:3 v/v, Panax Inc.) was used as the electrolyte. A porous polypropylene 

(PP)/polyethylene (PE)/PP tri-layer film (Celgard Inc.) was used as the separator. The compositions of 

electrodes for LIBs are followed; NCM : C : PVDF = 90 : 5 : 5 wt%. Reproduced with permission.39 

Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 56. Comparative electrochemical characterization of NCM622/Li-In half-cell at 30 oC, 

depending on sheet-type NCM622 electrodes fabricated by DBM-based slurry with NBR (black) and 

NBR-LiG3 (blue). (a) Rate capability, the cycle performances at 0.2C (0.52 mA cm-2) are shown in the 

inset. (b) Nyquist plots obtained after charging at 4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+). Reproduced with permission.39 

Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 57. The subsequent cycling performance of NCM622 electrode with NBR-LiG3 for the data 

shown in Figure 56a. (a) The cycle data at 30oC and 60oC, (b) the voltage profiles at 30 oC (4th) and 60 

oC (32th), tested at 0.2C both. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 58. Transient voltage profiles and polarization plots acquired by GITT for NCM622/Li-In half-

cell. NCM622 electrode with NBR (black) and NBR-LiG3 (blue). Reproduced with permission.39 

Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 59. Nyquist plots for electron-blocking Li-In/LPSCl/electrodes/LPSCl/Li-In symmetric cells, 

depending on the presence of LiG3 in the electrodes. Schematic illustration for Li-

In/LPSCl/electrode/LPSCl/Li-In cell is shown in the inset. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 

2019, Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 60. Ex-situ XRD patterns showing (003) peaks for NCM622 at different states of charge for the 

electrodes. The corresponding charge-discharge voltage profiles at 0.1C are shown in the left panel;  

NCM622 with NBR (black) and NBR-LiG3 (blue). Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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Figure 61. (a) Cross-sectional FESEM image and (b) corresponding EDXS elemental maps (b) for 

ultrathick NCM711 electrode employing NBR-LiG3. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019, 

Wiley‐VCH. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

This research successfully investigated various hybrid protocols to handle issues and challenges for 

bulk-type ASLBs. To cope with poor chemical stability of sulfide SEs, especially, interplay between 

organic components and sulfide SEs were explored carefully by direct observations and complementary 

analyses. 

First, SILs were suggested as an appropriate LEs to be inert to vulnerable sulfide SEs, by considering 

dissolution trends varied by concentration of glyme-based LEs. The strong complexation of G3 and Li+ 

in the [Li(G3)]+ suppressed nucleophilicity of G3, leading to excellent compatibility with sulfide SEs. 

Owing to non-solvent (or ionic-liquid-like) behaviors of SILs, quasi-sulfide-SEs involving LiG3 didn't 

suffer from thermal instability at elevated temperature (~130 oC), confirmed by TGA. Moreover, the 

adoption of LiG3 into ASLBs enables to heal ionically dead zone such as inevitably formed pores or 

ionic-blocking obstacles, leading to remarkably enhanced performance in the carbon-coated LFP 

electrode. 

Second, single-step wet-chemically fabricated sheet-type electrodes from the SE precursors were 

developed by using liquid-phase synthesis for sulfide SEs. Owing to moderately polar THF (or ACN), 

polymeric binder candidates for wet-slurry protocol were expanded. The excellent compatibility of 

NBR with sulfide SEs during wet-chemical route based on THF was confirmed by XRD measurement 

and Raman spectroscopy. Additionally, the electrochemical performance of sheet-type electrodes 

depending on the particle size was also assessed. Smaller SEs are desirable to improve ionic contacts 

and percolations within the electrodes. A rocking chair ASLBs employing wet-chemically fabricated 

electrodes were also estimated even in extreme conditions (100 oC, 15C), showing a decent capacity of 

110 mA h g-1. Although these processes allowed to synthesize sulfide SEs and fabricate bendable sheet-

type electrodes at the same time, highly reactive supernatant (Li2S-P2S5 dissolved solution) corrupted 

cathode. 

In last, wet-slurry protocols allowing sulfide SEs to accommodate gel polymer electrolytes as a Li+-

conductive binder were developed by using the intermediate-polar DBM. The DBM with negligible 

donor ability enabled to dilute LiG3 without disruption, which in turn influenced the chemical 

compatibility of the wet-slurry consisting of sulfide SEs and NBR. 7Li NMR measurements and 

complementary electrochemical analyses revealed that single phase NBR-LiG3 boosted effective Li+-

conduction pathways within the sheet-type electrodes. Moreover, incomplete utilization of NCM 

electrodes underwent successful improvements by NBR-LiG3. For these reasons, the sheet-type 

NCM622 electrodes with NBR-LiG3 showed impressive first discharge capacity (174 mA h g-1) and 

initial coulombic efficiency (90%), which is almost close to conventional LIBs. 
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